
Board of Directors Election 2021
Candidates up for Re-Election

Brittany Ayton
Secretary (Incumbent)

I am excited to be running for re-election this year after completing my first term on the
Board of Directors for Music BC being elected in 2019 and voted onto the Executive
Board as Secretary the following year.

I’m incredibly passionate about the music industry in BC and care about the people in
our community. My work with Sofar Sounds revolves around facilitating career paths into
the music industry and supporting emerging artists. After serving the majority of my term
on the Music BC Board throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, I’d love the opportunity to
continue serving as a board member to bring our community together after an
unprecedented year, support innovative programs with the Amplify BC multi year
funding commitment and drive economic growth as our industry reopens on a global
scale.

Music BC has been an integral part of my career development, moving from attending
How-To Series events while studying Arts and Entertainment Management, to a staff
member of the Music BC team, to an elected Board member for the organization. The
impact this organization has on the careers of creatives and professionals in our province
is integral to the health and success of our industry.

As a female identifying live music industry professional, I bring my experience as
community builder, artist, and music industry advocate on the traditional, ancestral, and
unceded territories of the Coast Salish peoples including the sḵwx ̱wú7mesh (Squamish),
sel ̓íl ̓witulh (Tsleil-Waututh), and xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam) nations. I am an invested and
active member of our industry, having represented Music BC both domestically and
internationally at export events, including Folk Alliance International and Canadian Music
Week, as well as jurying for Sound On, Let’s Hear It Micro Grants, the Canadian
Songwriter Challenge and the West Coast Music Awards at BreakOut West.

Thank you for your consideration, it would be an honour to serve on the Board of
Directors for a renewed term.

About Brittany Ayton:

Brittany Ayton (she/her) has over 7+ years organizing live music events in BC and
working with artists and industry professionals. She is currently working at Sofar Sounds
where she was promoted from the City Director in Vancouver to the Crew Operations
Manager for the Pacific Northwest creating space where music matters through curated
intimate concerts in unique spaces.

Previously Brittany worked as the Program Coordinator at Music BC and has remained an
advocate for the BC Music Industry being elected to join the Board of Directors in 2019
and into the role of Secretary on the Executive Board in 2020.



Daniel Turcotte
Vice President (Incumbent)

I am a staunch advocate for Canadian music, and have become increasingly involved in
MusicBC since my first experiences five years ago as a participant on their export
missions. I began my tenure on the MusicBC board in 2019, and was honoured to
serve as Vice President this past year. I bring a deep institutional knowledge of the
organization and our strategic objectives, and would love to continue advocating on
behalf of artists and music companies in BC.

To support a growing music industry in BC, the MusicBC board needs members who
can speak to how modern music companies are creating value for their artists in an
increasingly competitive global landscape. I am at the centre of a label that is
continuously seeking to innovate how music is distributed and monetized around the
world. Every day, I aim to develop sustainable, non-traditional revenue streams for our
artists, largely through commercial partnerships with video game developers, licensing
music to content creators, and emerging platforms in new markets.

Drawing on my decade of experience, I’d like to lend my voice to MusicBC to help
amplify their advocacy work at all levels of government to ensure that funding for the
BC music industry evolves with the changing market. I hope to inform MusicBC
programs on the fundamental needs of independent artists and music companies
today. Further, I strive to represent the electronic music sector to ensure that these
programs account for the inherent differences in how electronic music is created,
released, and marketed when compared to rock, indie, or folk projects. But perhaps
most importantly, my goal is to help create a MusicBC that supports and empowers all
music professionals in British Columbia - through funding, advocacy, programs, and
community.

About Daniel Turcotte:

Daniel Turcotte is a forward-thinking music industry executive with over a decade of
experience across business affairs, copyright management, artists relations, and sync
licensing. As Monstercat’s Commercial Director based in Vancouver, Canada, Turcotte
oversees all Commercial departments at Monstercat including business affairs, sync &
partnerships, streaming & radio, digital, live programming, and international market
development.

Turcotte’s primary focus is to drive global revenue growth for the Monstercat roster
through the identification and negotiation of key digital licensing agreements and
commercial partnerships. He is passionate about developing creative and sustainable
revenue streams for artists, particularly in new media. During his tenure, he has built
and managed the global licensing and distribution framework for Monstercat. In doing
so, he has secured pivotal licensing deals with major stakeholders such as Spotify,
Tencent, NetEase, and Amazon, as well as partnerships with video game publishers
like Roblox, Epic Games (Fortnite & Rocket League), and Beat Saber, among hundreds
of others.

A staunch advocate for community growth & development, Turcotte proudly sits on
the Board of Directors for MusicBC as Vice President, working to support and
empower music professionals in British Columbia.



Colin McTaggart
Director (Incumbent)

Why am I seeking a second full term on the Music BC board? I believe that we need a
strong industry organization to represent our interests on all levels. I love the work that
Music BC does to help our artists and showcase them on the global stage. The
advocacy that comes from this organization is vital to the BC music sector. So why me?
I've worn many hats in this industry, from touring as a guitarist to managing some
stellar talent and releasing their music on our label. Vancouver Island is a unique music
ecosystem and I want to continue to represent it well for another term. Coming into a
post covid world will present some unique challenges but also some great
opportunities for Music BC and I'd like to be at the table to help steer the
conversation.

About Colin McTaggart:

Colin McTaggart was the player that became the coach. After 17 years of playing music
professionally while managing a large retail music shop, Colin joined the team at
Amelia Artists to help build up their roster of developing clients. Colin's roster has
grown to include BC-based artists The Librarian, Luca Fogale, and Smashing Pumpkins
guitarist Jeff Schroeder. In 2017 Colin founded Amelia Recordings with partners Piers
Henwood & Nick Blasko. Amelia Recordings is an early-stage record label that helps
developing artists build their career and audience as recording artists. In 4 years we
have helped our artists amass 56 million streams on the major DSPs and seen their
music placed in shows such as Grey's Anatomy, Station 19, and NCIS: LA. Colin has
been on the Music BC Board since 2018 and is seeking a second full term.

Howard Redekopp
Director (Incumbent)

I would very much like the opportunity to continue to serve on the Board of Directors
here at Music BC. We are an organization that represents a diverse group of
members, and we should be looking for every opportunity to continue to grow that
diversity and the richness it brings to our community. This community of music
creators is filled with all kinds of people and businesses united by the passion to thrive
on the human connection that music brings. I have had the honour of serving on the
board for a few years already and I have seen an awesome influx of fresh
representation on our board. I’d love to stay on and provide some perspective on
where we have come from over the last few years, and to be a part of our growth and
development. As a seasoned record producer I bring with me a good understanding
of the needs of artists at various levels in their career, as well as the needs of the
recording community that serves such an important role creating and sharing BC’s
amazing talent internationally. Thank you for allowing me to represent you to date.

About Howard Redekopp:

Howard Redekopp is a Canadian record producer best known for his work with
Mother Mother, Tegan and Sara, and The New Pornographers. He has produced a
Juno winning album, two Grammy nominated albums, and a Latin Grammy
nominated album. Howard is a member of the board of directors at Music BC, and
serves on an Amplify BC advisory committee with Creative BC.



Board of Directors Election 2021
Nominees for Election

Nimkish
Nominee

Nimkish is running for the Music BC board because she feels as though her voice can
help to highlight the needs of Indigenous, queer, local artists. As someone who
works on both sides of the industry she experiences first hand where the industry is
lacking. She truly cares about the artists here in BC and believes that we deserve
space in the Canadian industry.

About Nimkish:

Nimkish is an Indigenous, Chinese, queer artist based out of the unceded and shared
territories of the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam), Skwxwú7mesh (Squamish) and
səl̓ílwətaʔɬ (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations. They are also an Artistic Producer for the music
team at Full Circle: First Nations Performance. This work includes the annual Talking
Stick Festival as well as all other year-round music programming where she helps to
curate concerts, mentorships, and workshops. She also works with Creative BC as an
outreach worker and grant coach for the Career Development program. Nimkish’s
recent single, YSB, charted #1 on the Indigenous Music Countdown. Her second
album, Damage Control, charted #1 on CiTR’s weekly charts. She has been fully
immersed in the Vancouver music scene for over 5 years and is committed to
identifying and prioritizing artists' needs.

Glenn Alderson
Nominee

My name is Glenn Alderson and I would like to thank you for taking the time to
consider me as a potential candidate for Music BC’s board of directors. I‘ve been a
very active participant in the BC music community for more than 10 years as the
editor-in-chief of BeatRoute Magazine, a music focused media brand that I founded
and ran successfully until earlier this year when I parted ways with the company that
acquired it to launch a new music publication called RANGE. My new endeavor is
specifically committed to lifting up and amplifying new voices with a keen eye on
under-represented and marginalized groups within our music community. I have
always prided myself as someone who has my finger on the pulse of the trends and
needs of the music industry and I have a unique perspective in that I also perform in
a band called NEEDS. In the past I have collaborated with Music BC to showcase BC
music in front of an international audience when I helped curate several years of BC
music showcases at SXSW in Austin, TX. My reason for wanting to get involved as an
active board member now is because I see all of the great work that Music BC is
doing for artists in our province and I want to be a part of that while helping to shape
some of the bigger decisions that are made to benefit my peers and the people
helping to make BC such a vibrant cultural hot-spot. Thank you for your time and I
look forward to hopefully serving the community from a seat at Music BC’s Board Of
Directors table.

About Glenn Alderson:

Glenn Alderson is the editor-in-chief and publisher of RANGE Magazine, a music and
arts publication committed to amplifying new voices in Canadian music. The
publication launched in June 2021 after Alderson parted ways with BeatRoute Media,
an international lifestyle & music focused media company that he co-founded in



2004. Currently basking in the rays or hiding from the rain in Vancouver, BC, Alderson
has built a successful career as a content creator, event producer, video host, and
cultural curator. He also writes and records music with his band NEEDS, which Vice
once called ‘the punk band that eats garbage.’

Francis Arevalo
Nominee

Years cultivating different skill-sets and perspectives position him as an invaluable
resource within the music ecosystem in BC. Whether through song or conversation,
Francis is dedicated to collective growth through meaningful relationships. Francis is
running for the Music BC Board of Directors to bring his frank takes and unique
intersections to the table, and to listen to others dream out loud just the same. He is
currently living in Vancouver on the traditional and unceded territories of the
xʷməθkʷəy̓əm, Skwxwú7mesh & səl̓ilwətaʔɬ.

About Francis Arevalo:

Francis Arevalo is a Filipino multi-hyphenate, primarily known as an artist and
producer. Known for his personal storytelling, thoughtful messages, and colourful
production, he creates music to uplift, inspire, and energize his communities. Having
left a 1.5 year stay at Creative BC earlier this year, his time as the Music Program
Coordinator showed him views of the BC music industry that illuminated its strengths
as well as exposed gaps in support, especially for artists. Since leaving, Francis
soft-launched Uwido Music at the start of 2021 as a BIPOC-focused Artist Support
Company to challenge the ways artists can build a team, co-creating and modelling
healthier alternatives with them. He is passionate about bridging those experiences
with his various roles within the music community at large.

G-Luve
Nominee

As a 2nd generation Canadian, Jamaican & Metis - Artist, DJ, Promoter, Cultural
Curator in the Arts & Culture communities, I often find a lack of communication /
connection with marginalized people, the alternative community and those who work
within the For-Profit/Non-Profit organizations etc who provide advocacy for funding
or access to space. It is crucial to have long lasting tangible evidence of uplifting
diverse cultural voices while providing platforms for artist development that includes
Youth, BIPOC, LGBTQIA2S people to be creative and for the public to be engaged. I
currently work as the Sales and Sponsorship Mgr for a Non-Profit organization
(Vancouver Mural Festival) whose values are about Social & Community impact.
Known as “Clark Kent” in the Corporate/Technology world while maintaining G-Luve
in the Arts & Culture /Entertainment scene over the years, I bring to the table a
grass-root and corporate perspective.

Things I would like to be a part of championing:

● Accessibility to be a Music BC member for those who cannot afford fees
● Help connect and bring awareness to Music BC existing programs - show

ppl that you can look like me and make a living as an artist
● Build a sustainable infrastructure for Arts and Culture
● Explore the opportunity to create co-op business models for Arts/Cultural

Spaces.
● Develop /Maintain existing relationships with For-profit/Non-profit

organizations, BIAs, government agencies/venue owners/ Agents/Talent

http://needsvancouver.com/


Buyers/commercial properties through sponsorship to explore the
opportunity for creating business models that can provide accessibility for
Cultural spaces

● Explore the opportunity to create knowledge transfer /mentorship/
workshops on how to market yourself - Performer/Promoter

I believe and support Music BC’s mission, vision, and work, as it aligns with what I
envision a cultural evolution would look like.

About G-Luve (He/Him)

Artistic mix DJ G- Luve: A Bio Rising Star G –Luve first stole the show being born at a
house party in Hamilton, Ontario. Since then, G has kept the party going spending
his formative years in Vancouver where the passion of “Luve” has garnered his
reputation as one smoking hot DJ, prolific painter, promoter, and strong presence on
the scene.

Mesmerizing our memories with his artistic mix, this DJ dynamo keeps the good
times spinning with an eclectic blend of music genres from the seventies onwards.
DJ G-Luve’s experience and exposure is vast ranging from large-scale events to
private bookings, as well as residencies (Local & International) and guest
appearances at Festivals, Nightclubs, Restaurants, Retail stores, Television, and Radio
spots.

Because of his expansive experience as an Account Executive -Business
Development, Culture Curator, Artist & Promoter, G-Luve has gained excellent client
relationships, interpersonal networking & collaboration skills, artist development and
managerial experience including a passion for generating /evaluating new ideas,
while taking action to turn them into new products, services, projects initiatives to
new prospects and empower the Art + Music communities for collaboration through
cultural events.

G intends to spread the Luve globally both on the decks and one day producing his
own music believing diversity is the key to the DJ sound of tomorrow.

Carolyn Victoria Mill
Nominee

Carolyn Victoria Mill enjoys finding ways to crystalize issues and create solutions to
common problems. Having successfully applied for Creative BC’s Amplify funding as
well as regular P2 Visas to tour the US, she strives to find ways to streamline current
processes, and allow for more creative time, less admin. A big believer in strength in
numbers, she aims to find better ways to promote BC talent by teaming up to share
expenses and opportunities. CVM is also keen to represent artists over 40 and all
that they bring to BC music industry, with an eye to how ageism disproportionately
effects female identifying artists, sadly just as many of them are finally finding the
time and confidence to produce. Particularly fond of singer songwriters, she believes
that our most valuable and enduring assets are the songs that come from our lived
experience and yearning hearts, and would like to see more opportunities to connect
them with music supervisors. Especially during these isolated online times - Content
is Queen!

About Carolyn Victoria Mill:

Carolyn Victoria Mill is a late blooming lyricist, vocalist and producer who loves
working with a theme. She manages, writes and performs with husband Reid



Jamieson, touring Canada, the west coast of the US, as well as the UK and Ireland
where their last original record was recorded. Together they have won the John
Lennon Songwriting Contest, wrote their way into the Vancouver Folk Festival and
worked regularly with CBC’s Vinyl Café. Passionate about voting and equality, she
delights in helping creative folks to navigate the administration and promotion side
of the biz. In a past life she was personal assistant to Jazz great and philanthropist
Molly Johnson O.C. for 15 years, was a statistician for ACTRA (actors union), and a
manager of technology journalists, amongst many other roles. A nerdy girl from way
back she loves technology and even writes her songs in Excel. A past board member
of Folk Alliance Region West representing BC, CVM has just completed the
Indigenous Canada 12-week course from the University of Alberta’s Faculty of Native
Studies to better understand what she can do to move reconciliation forward. CVM
lives with her husband by Stanley Park in Vancouver. https://www.reidjamieson.com

Stephen O’Shea
Nominee

I am an experienced arts professional who has dedicated my career to creating
culturally enriching experiences, fostering connections among diverse communities,
and facilitating the development of arts infrastructure. I currently serve as Executive
Director of the Arts Council of New Westminster, where I am responsible for a team
that delivers multi-disciplinary programming, produces annual festivals, and curates a
variety of live productions and visual arts exhibitions. I actively oversee artistic
programming, community engagement, financial stewardship, and strategic direction
to meaningfully serve the artists and arts audiences of New Westminster.

I hold over 20 years of leadership between the private sector and non-profit
charitable sector and have experience working alongside the public sector in serving
our community. I am excited to work with the diversity of music professionals in
British Columbia’s music sector and lift up underrepresented voices and historically
excluded groups. I have a deep interest in the music sector’s recovery in this time of
the pandemic. I want to contribute to Music BC in leading Province-wide recovery,
while recognizing the challenges that both urban and rural industry stakeholders are
facing.

I am excited to connect Music BC’s strategic priorities, while building sector equity
for diverse groups and deepening engagement with Indigenous peoples. I believe I
can effectively serve as a Music BC board member, as we contribute to artists
returning to presenting nationally and internationally, developing and nurturing
industry professionals, to the success of Music BC as a whole, and the music sector in
British Columbia.

About Stephen O'Shea

Stephen O’Shea is an award-winning minimal sound artist and songwriter from New
Westminster, British Columbia. As a co-founding member of the new-wave band You
Say Party (formerly You Say Party! We Say Die!), he has toured across three
continents and played hundreds of shows in dive bars, all-ages spaces, and
world-renowned music festivals. His passion for the arts and community-building has
led him to be the artistic director of Jam in Jubilee Music Festival (2012-2014),
Program Director for the Devon Clifford Music Foundation (2012-2015), and currently
works as the Executive Director of the Arts Council of New Westminster (2015 to
present).

Stephen brings over twenty years of working in the music industry between the
private and nonprofit sectors. He is a passionate arts advocate, beginning as an

https://www.reidjamieson.com/


all-ages promoter in his hometown of Abbotsford and now working in producing
music events in New Westminster. Stephen established the Music by the River
Festival in 2015 and led the team that produced weekly concerts as part of Uptown
Unplugged and Fridays on Front. Stephen has experience with developing and
evaluating programming, fundraising from government, community, and charitable
organizations, and with adjudication and awarding of funding, as he has served on
juries for the BC Arts Council and FACTOR Canada.

Stephen brings ten years of non-profit board experience and a passion for good
governance. Having served six years on the board of Tourism New Westminster, he
has chaired the Marketing Committee, the Governance Committee, and spent three
years on the Executive Committee as the Secretary. Stephen is excited to contribute
his experience and diverse skill set to the Board of Music BC.

Cyrus Songad
Nominee

I’m beyond excited to potentially join the board at Music BC. A recent relocation
from Toronto has me eager to plant firm roots in the province’s music community,
align with like-minded industry professionals as well as help incubate, nurture and
grow the vibrant artists and creative business minds that call British Columbia home.
I hope to bring a fresh set of ideas and opinions from my years in the business in
Toronto along with a desire to cultivate a variety of concepts and potential initiatives
that draw inspiration from my current work with promoters and event organizers
across the country and beyond. British Columbia has an exciting and unique music
community, I’m dedicated to ensuring that the artists and businesses that create here
continue to receive all the support needed to have them play on a world-class stage.
Thank you for your consideration.

About Cyrus Songad

Dedicated to music and live events since the age of 16, Cyrus starting out promoting
small shows for his mates and their mates at Toronto’s finest dive bars. Quickly
making connections, he found himself in the box office, holding a clipboard at the
door or rolling road cases around for some of the city’s top independent Club &
Hip-Hop promoters. By the late 90’s / early 2000’s Cyrus started his own independent
Dance / Club Promoter focused on Breakbeat, Techno and industry club nights.
During this time he was also enrolled in a Music Business diploma course - learning
the ins and outs of the entire industry. The next few years went well, the events got
bigger, the reach wider, and a hobby slowly transformed itself into a viable career
path. As he gained experience and expanded his network, he also picked up the
management and bookings for the artist roster of a successful Toronto based
independent Breakbeat record label.

In 2006 Cyrus left the ups and down of being an independent promoter to take a
more steady gig at Toronto’s, Ink Entertainment, at the time most notably known for
owning and operating the legendary, Guvernment & Koolhaus venue complex. He
spent the next 5 years producing shows with every major DJ / Dance act of the day,
while also managing many venue operations. During these years’ Cyrus was also
introduced to the corporate concert business by working closely with LiveNation (still
HOB at the time) via the task of coordinating the 3rd party concert rental business for
the Koolhaus. In 2012 Ink expanded into the festival space with the launch of Veld,
this became a massive part of his focus year-round. For the next few years he worked
on arena scale EDM shows as Ink entered a strategic partnership with LiveNation,
helped launched the company’s new mega club, Rebel and continuing being a major
player in orchestrating Veld annually.



In 2017 a pivot over to Ticketmaster, immensely grew Cyrus’ business development
and leadership skills. He currently oversees the sales for Canada’s Festival, Club and
Attractions portfolio, as well as an initiative to increases the companies presents in
the Nightclub and Dance promoter space North American wide. His major Canadian
clients include, Blueprint (Vancouver), Timbre (Vancouver), Union Hall (Edmonton),
Midway (Edmonton), Embrace (Toronto), The Phoenix (Toronto), Coda (Toronto),
DNA/Escapade (Ottawa), Ottawa Blues Fest, Neon (Montreal) as well as his former
employer, Ink Entertainment/Rebel/Veld.

In 2021 Cyrus, along with his wife Amanda and their two boys Zayne and Theo
relocated to Victoria, BC. Though various genres of music are ringing out constantly
at Cyrus’ house, there’s a special place in his heart for British music of the 80’s and
90’s - Especially the “Madchester” scene. Mostly, free time is spent attempting to
cycle very, very far or trying to be a well-balanced, insightful human via the practice
of mindfulness and meditation.

Online voting is now open until 12:00AM, Nov 2nd
Music BC Members can access their voter information from the voter key email sent to their inbox.


